






Building India’s Pride: The Statue 

of Unity

The Statue of Unity is a statue of Indian

statesmen and independence activist Sardar

Vallabhai Patel. Also known as ‘The Iron Man

of India’, he is a person who guided the

integration of India by bringing 562 princely

states together and thus shaping the current

borders of India to a large extent. In the year

2018, the world’s tallest statue, ‘The Statue of

Unity’ has been created as a tribute to the ‘Iron

man of India’.

Standing at 182 feet, the statue on the

Sadhu Island in the Narmada district of

Gujarat, was dedicated to Patel for his

exemplary work. The statue is a three-

layered structure built to withstand winds

and earthquakes. The Statue of Unity is

broadly divided into 5 zones, out of

which 3 are accessible to general public.

These zones include a memorial garden

and museum, an exhibition area, and

viewing gallery that can accommodate

200 visitors at a time.



The project was first

announced in 2010, and the

construction of the statue

started in October 2013 by an

Indian Company called L&T. It

employed over 3000 workers

and 250 engineers in the

statue’s construction. It was

designed by Indian Sculptor

Ram V. Sutar and was

inaugurated by the Prime

Minister of India, sri Narendra

Modi on 31 October 2018, the

143rd anniversary of

Patel’s birth.

DAKSH ABHIN 

Class: 5B



IMPORTANCE OF 

LITERACY

Educated and skilled citizens are a nation’s

asset. Literacy helps a nation in economic, scientific and

cultural progress. It also helps in wiping the social evils.

Literacy is a prerequisite for democracy which is considered

as the best form of government. If democracy is to succeed,

people have to make correct choice. Only literate public can

evaluate the policies and programmes of the government.

Literacy make people conscious of their rights and duties.

Literacy prevents exploitation and thus contributes for

economic development. Social evils like dowry and

communalism can be eliminated to a greater extend. In

short literacy is essential for leading a smooth and

successful life.

Abhirami A
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SNOWY AND SABOR

Once upon a time there was a white tiger

and a leopard in a dense forest. The tiger’s name

was Snowy and the leopard’s name was Sabor.

Snowy was so friendly and gentle to all. So he had

a lot of friends in the forest. But Sabor was not

ready to mingle with others. He thinks himself as

the best.

One day Snowy saw Sabor crying beside a

tree. Snowy asked the reason. Sabor told that his

son was trapped inside a net by humans and Sabor

has no friends to help him. Snowy said “Don’t

worry, I have many friends here. We will help

you”. Snowy called his friend, a mouse named

Lara. Lara and her friends cut the net easily with

their sharp teeth. The cub became free. Sabor

thanked everyone. That day onwards Sabor

mingled with all and he had good friends



' Innovation is doing new things…'

Our ever dream project Atal 

Tinkering Lab (ATL) a flagship 

initiative of the Atal Innovation 

Mission of the Government of 

India , to inculcate an innovative 

mindset among the students was 

inaugurated in our school by Sri 

Rajit Karunakaran- Regional 

Mentor for Change (ATL).

'Creativity is sprouting up new 

things.....'

Our New Venture     

ATAL TINKERING LAB

We urge our students to make  full 

use of the facilities to become future 

innovators and encourage them to be 

more passionate and enthusiastic in 

their quest for knowledge...



Butterflies flutter

Butterflies fly

They put a sparkle

In your eyes

Watch a butterfly 

And in a short while

It gives you

A butterfly smile.

Butterfly Smiles

IMPORTANCE OF SPORTS

Sports is very essential for every human life which

keeps them fit, fine and improves their physical

strength. It has great importance in each stage of life. It

also improves the personality of people. Sports keep

our all organs alert and our hearts become stronger by

regularly playing some kind of sports.



Vedha Nair S
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Sports has always been given a top

priority from old ages and now a

days it has become more

fascinating. Due to these physical

activities, blood pressure remains

stable, and blood vessels remain

clean. Sugar level also reduces and

cholesterol comes down by to a

normal level by daily activity.

Different people have different

interests in sports but the action is

the same in all sports. Sports is an

initiative for big channels to make

more capita or money day by day

and the number of people is also

increasing.

By playing sports even at a young age, you

can also be better and free from some diseases.

By playing sports, lung function also improves

and becomes healthy because more oxygen is

supplied. Sports also improves bone strength

even in old age.



Valuable and 
Responsible Citizenship

Citizenship is a sense of belonging to a

community for which one wears some responsibility. A good

citizen imbibes many qualities. The fact that he has some

duties and responsibilities to bear is true.

But, at the same time, he also enjoys

some rights and privileges as a citizen

of free state. He has every right to

indulge in the judicial, legal, political,

religious and social affairs of the

nation, and has some obligatory duties

of his own which is a promise by him

to his nation.

He must not hurt the sentiments of others

and must prevent the subjugation of

majority over minority which is

powerful enough to tear down the unity

of the nation. Being loyal to the nation

and society under all circumstances is his

first and foremost duty.



A citizen becomes an effective citizen

only when he is ready to sacrifice his

life for the sake of his motherland. He

must love his nation and he be a

nationalist. He should have firm and

deep faith in his motherland and abide

the laws of the land.

He must respect the cultural heritage of

his country and should respect the

heroes, the prophets, the sages and the

sense of his country and must respect

the race to which he belongs. He must

always keep in mind and work for the

better future of his country. He must

raise the standard of living of his

country by working honestly during

times of aggression or foreign attacks.

A good citizen should have spirit of co-

operation, friendliness, humanity, 

dedication and devotion to his family 

and society. He must show respect to 

other faiths. He must not do anything 

that brings disgrace to his society or 

country. All these good qualities, if 

possessed, make us a good, valuable 

and responsible citizen.

Mahadev S
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1. Which letter of the alphabet has most water in it?

Ans: Letter ’C’ (Sea)

2. What starts with ‘P’ ends with ‘E’ and has thousands of 

letter in it?

Ans: POST OFFICE

3. What begins and ends with ‘E’ but has only one letter in 

it?

Ans: Envelope

4. What four days of the week start with ‘T’?

Ans: Tuesday, Thursday, Today, Tomorrow.

5. The only place where divorce happens before marriage?

Ans: Dictionary

Aarav Nair
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JOURNEY TO SUCCESS

I am walking through a path, 

which is known as 'effort';

To meet a new path after 10 miles, 

which is known as 'success'

After completing a mile, I heard a 

noise,

As expected, a crowd, who's 

against and who disheartened me,

To 'success'

I turned around,

With a bewildered face;

Whether to continue my journey to 

'success'

For a while, I thought about my 

hard work,

sacrifice, perseverance;

To complete a mile of my journey, 

to' success'

After thinking for a while,

I continued my journey, to 'success'

Completed 5 miles, I found that,

There are

people, against me yet



Continued my journey to 'success', with 

a thought;

'Don't give up until I succeed'

Finally, I completed 10 miles of my 

journey;

Met a new path called 'success'

SADIYA RAHIM.S 
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I found people being kind to me, 

who used to discourage me;

With a thought in my mind,

'Believe in yourself,

No matter who's against, you,

Follow your dreams

And never give up until you 

succeed'.



Saving the Birds

One day in spring, four men were

riding on horseback along a country

road. These men were lawyers, and

they were going to the next town to

attend a court. There had been a rain,

and the ground was very soft. Water

was dripping from the trees, and the

grass was wet.

The four lawyers rode along one behind the other. The pathway

was very narrow, and the mud on each side of it was deep. They

rode slowly, talked and laughed as they were passing through a

grove of small trees.

They heard a great fluttering

over their heads and a feeble

chirping in the grass by the

road side.
What is the matter here?” asked

the first lawyer, whose name was

Speed.

“Oh, it’s only some robins”, said

the second lawyer whose name

was Hardin. ‘The storm has blown

two of the little ones out of the

nest. They are too young to fly, and

the mother bird is making a great

fuss about it.”



‘‘What a pity! They’ll lie down

there in the grass, ’’ said the third

lawyer. In a few minutes they had

forgotten about the birds.

But the fourth lawyer got down

from his horse and very gently

took the little ones up is his big

warm hands. He said, “Never

mind, my little fellows. I am going

to put you in your own cosy little

bed.” The birds chirped softly as they knew they were safe.

Arnav P R 
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We celebrated the 75th Independence day with great pomp 

and splendor. Retired Col. Sudhakaran Pillai K P was the 

chief guest of the day. Asst. director of agriculture Dr.Jomy

Jacob & Agriculture Officer Shri Sumesh also graced the 

occasion

. In connection with Azadi Ka 

Amrit Mahotsav, a 'Tree Park' was 

launched in our premises in which 

75 saplings commemorating 75 

martyrs were planted. This 

programme  was inaugurated at 

Raj Bhavan by our Hon'ble 

Governor Shri Arif Mohammad 

Khan by handing over a sapling to 

our School Pupil leader Amrita 

SR.. The school witnessed a number of 

colourful programmes including 

skits, dance,  patriotic songs etc... 

A colourful rally of students also 

added grandeur to the show



The Cool Land

The task of the modern

educator is not to cut down jungles, but to irrigate

deserts. These words remind me that I am blessed to

work in this Green School, to educate the young and

to serve them fruitfully.

Ours is a school which would

rather be described as a ‘Home of

Love and A Temple of Learning.’

Children of this temple will never

forget the values inculcated in

them by their teachers. When they

enter the green campus, they really

enjoy learning with fun and feel

happy. Not only the children but

also those who visit here feel the

positive energy existing here.

Children get life experience from

the value-based education that

they are acquire from here.



As everybody knows,

successful green schools are

better for students, teachers,

and communities, as

demonstrated through research

and on-the-ground experience.

The greenness of the school not

only protects students’ and

teachers’ health but also

ensures a clean and healthy

indoor environment.

The sufficient infrastructure also provides them the tools to 

solve the global challenges we face now and also in the 

future.

Thank you. 

Sheeja CS        

Department of English



former principal of Government

Engineering College and present

principal of Mohandas College of

Engineering helped the kids start their

new journey of knowledge.

Tracing a new journey into the world of 

letters...

The tiny tots entered the world 

of letters by writing 'Harisree' 

with their tender fingers in the 

paddy plate 'Akshatham'. Dr S 

Sheela, 

Vidyarambham....



1. What is to be broken before you can use it?

An egg

2. What month of the year has 28 days?

All 12 months

3. What is full of holes but still holds water?

A sponge

4. What goes up but never comes down?

Your age

5. What can you keep after giving to someone?

Your word

6. What can’t talk but will reply when spoken to?

An echo

7. I follow you all the time and copy your every move, but you 

can’t touch me or catch me. What am I?

Your echo



8. What gets bigger when more is taken away?

A hole

9. Where does today come before yesterday?

The dictionary

10. What goes up and down but doesn’t move?

A staircase

11. What has lots of eyes but can’t see?

A potato

12. What has hands, but can’t clap?

A clock

13. What has legs, but doesn’t walk?

A table

14. What has words, but never speaks?

Book

15. What has a head and a tail, but no body?

A coin

Devananda A Nair
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Grandma’s Birthday Gift

Anita was a school going child. She

studies in sixth standard. One fine day, when she and her

friends were sitting inside the classroom, their class

teacher said that all the students in the class should make

a small library at your house with the books you have and

then take a picture of it and send it to her.

After the school, when she came

back home, she started to think “I

have some books, but I don’t think

that I can make a library with that,

it’s only a few”. It was night and

she has to sleep or else she could

not wake up in the morning and

go to

school. Anita went to bed but she

couldn’t sleep well because all night

she was thinking about the library,

sending it to her teacher and all. The

next day when she went to school, her

teacher said, “Many of you have sent

me the photo of your small library but

some of you didn’t. Everyone has to

send me the picture as soon as

possible. ’’ By now Anita was a bit

scared. She thought “Will my teacher

scold me? How will I make the library?”



The next day was her birthday. Everyone gave her all sorts

of gifts. But she was still unhappy. Then after some time

her grandma came to her house. Now she

was happy, but not much.

Grandma had a big cover of gifts

for her. “What is it,
Grandma?’ she asked

curiously. Grandma handed

the big cover to her. Anita

opened the cover and what

she saw was a big bundle of

books. She was surprised and

asked “Is this all for me?”

With a smile on her face,

Grandma said “yes”. Now

she ran to her room and

kept all the books in her

bookshelf, took a photo of it

and sent it to the teacher.

The next day, she was well

appreciated by her teacher

and friends. Now she was

very happy.

Mishel Mia K S, 
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*Only two English words in current use end in-

"gry". They are "angry" and "hungry".

*A sentence that contains all 26 letters of the 

alphabet is called a "pangram".

*The word "alphabet" comes from the first two 

letters of the Greek alphabet: alpha, beta.

*The shortest complete sentence in English is 

the following. “I am".

*The longest English word without a true vowel 

(a, e, i, o, u) is "rhythm".

Vedika 
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Healthy food is good

And tastes delicious

Keeps us healthy and strong

From morning to evening

Fruits and veggies for the day

Gives energy to work and play

Healthy food helps us grow

Healthy food makes us strong

Keep healthy, stay safe

I love to be healthy, don’t you?

Healthy Food

Ankita. K - 3B



Tarang 2022.......

A colourful event for the aspiring talents......

Our school with great pride and vibe conducted the arts 

festival 'Tarang 2022' on 22 nd and 23 rd of July. The 

event was inaugurated by the well-known poet and 

lyricist Sri Pirappancode Vibhu, at the Indrapuri

auditorium. It was accompanied by his inspirational 

speech which was a great motivation for our children. It 

was a good platform for our children to exhibit their 

talents after a prolonged gap due to the pandemic.



Nature

Everything is nature,

God gave us this future.

Birds fly in the sky

And mountains are so high

Trees are green and water is so 

clean

We are not kind to it,

We are only harming it.

But it never betrays

It also give us right way.

Please live it as it is,

Don’t try to play with it

Niranjan M Nair
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1. How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if 

a woodchuck could chuck wood.

2. Pad kid poured curd pulled cod.

3. Peter piper picked a peck of pickled pepper 

corn, A peck of pickled pepper corn peter piper 

picked. If peter piper picked a peck of pickled 

pepper corn where is the peck of pickled pepper 

corn that peter piper picked .  

4. She sells seashells on the seashore.

Aarav Nair
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SCHOOL

School is my temple

Teachers are so humble

The books are powerful

And my friends are colourful!

My school is green

It is always clean

We follow 3 R’s

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

Going to school freely

Doing my works happily

Study is my aim

And Tharuni is my name.

Tharuni A S Nair
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"Leadership is not a position or title, it is an 

action and example"

The much anticipated investiture ceremony of 

our school was held with great pomp and dignity. 

Donning the mantle of responsibility, the newly 

elected council members pledged to dispense 

their duties to the best of their abilities by abiding 

the rules and regulations of the school. Sri.J

Prasad, Supt. of Police--Crime Branch Economic 

Offences Wing, Tvpm range-- was the guest of 

the day.

Investiture Ceremony 



......Congratulations to the Council members.

Amritha SR

School pupil leader

Athul Raj MS 

Deputy School pupil leader

Anakha AV 

School pupil leader (Primary)

Athira Ajaykumar Nair 

Sports Captain

Devanandana SR 

Arts Captain

Suha Parveen 

Environment Activity Captain



1 Feed me and I live, give me something to drink and I’ll die. What 

am I?

Fire

2. What has eyes but cannot see?

Needle

3. What has one head, one foot and four legs?

bed

4. How many months have 28 days?  

All of them (12 months)

5. How many books can you put into an empty backpack?  

One. After that it’s not empty.

6. Which weighs more, a ton of feathers or a ton of bricks?

Neither, they both weighs a ton

7. What is full of holes, but can still hold water?

Sponge

8. What has two hands, a round face, always runs but stays in 

place?

Clock



9. What breaks when you say it?

Silence

10. Where does success come before work?

Dictionary

11. How is the moon like a dollar?

They both have four quarters.

12. What goes up, but never comes down?

Your age

13. What gets bigger and bigger as you take more from it?

Hole

14. What has four wheels and flies?

Dumpster

Aaliya Parveen S
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Amrita Kairali Vidya Bhavan in collaboration with Japanese

Cultural & Information Centre (JCIC), observed 77th

anniversary of Hiroshima Day in remembrance of the martyrs

of atomic bomb explosions in Hiroshima & Nagasaki.

Sri.Asok Kumar, Director-
Institute of Japanese Studies,
Dr.S Ratnakumar, Chairman-
JCIC & Smt. Pratibha Menon,
Director-JCIC were the guests
of the day. Variety programmes
like Japanese song, dance, skit
etc were presented by our
students. Even japanese dishes
were presented at the
function.

Devika Muraleedharan of
Std XII gave a talk in
Japanese language. Prizes
were distributed to the
winners of interschool
painting & essay writing
competition.



YOGA FOR HEALTH

Yoga is a great way to work on your
flexibility and strength. Just about
everyone can do it, too — it'snot just
for people who can touch their toes
or want to meditate.
Some types of yoga are about
relaxation. In others, you move more.
Most usually types focus on learning
poses, called asanas. They also include
attention to breathing.

1. Yoga for Flexibility

Yoga poses work by stretching your muscles. They can help you

move better and feel less stiff or tired. At any level of yoga,

you’ll probably start to notice benefits soon. In one study,people

improved their flexibility by up to 35% after only 8 weeks of yoga.

2. Strike a Pose for Strength

Some styles of yoga, such as ashtanga and power yoga,
are very physical. Practicing one of these styles will help
you improve muscle tone.

But even less vigorous styles of yoga, such as lyengar or hatha, can

provide strength and endurance benefits.

Many of the poses, such as downward dog, upward dog, and

the plank pose, build upper-body strength. The standing poses,

especially if you hold them for several long breaths, build strength

in your hamstrings, quadriceps, and abs. Poses that strengthen the

lower back include upward dog and the chair pose..



3. Better Posture From Yoga

When you’re stronger and more flexible,
your posture improves. Most standing
and sitting poses develop core strength,

since you need your core muscles to
support and maintain each pose.

With a stronger core, you’re more
likely to sit and stand "tall."

Yoga also helps your body awareness. That helps you notice

more quickly if you're slouching or slumping, so you can adjust

your posture

4. Breathing Benefits

Yoga usually involves paying attention to your breath, which can
help you relax. It may also call for specific breathing techniques.

But yoga typically isn’t aerobic, like
running or cycling unless it’s an
intense type of Yoga.

You may feel less stressed and more
relaxed after doing someyoga.
Some yoga styles use meditation

techniques that help calm the mind.
Focusing on your breathing during

yoga can do that, too

Yoga has also been linked to lower cholesterol and triglyceride 

levels, and better immune system function.



The Girl in the Rain
It was raining heavily; my 

friends and I were sitting inside the class room of our 

school. The bell rang and we all came out of the school

with our umbrellas. I need to walk 
till my house and it takes a while 
to get there. I like to do arts and 
crafts. On my way, I saw a craft 
store. At that time, I remembered 
that I needed some things from 
the store to make a few designs I 
had planned. I bought the things I 
wanted and started walking back 
to my home.

While I was walking, I saw a little 
girl who was walking in the rain 
without an umbrella. I called the 
girl and asked “Where is your 
umbrella or raincoat?” She said 
that she doesn’t have an umbrella 
or anything which keeps her safe 
from the rain. At that time, I 
thought of an idea. I knew how to 
make an umbrella with cardboard, 
plastic bags and a stick.



I arranged the cardboard pieces 
into the shape of an umbrella and 
the stick as the handle. I kept the 
plastic bags on top of the shape to 
keep the structure and the girl dry. 
The girl thanked me by holding the 
umbrella which I made for her. I 
said bye to the girl and went back 
to my home

The rain stopped. The next day was a 
holiday. I was bored of sitting in my 
house from morning. I asked my 
mother whether I can go out and play, 
and she agreed. So, I was walking on 
the side of the road near my house. 
There were many rocks in the 
roadside. But I didn’t see it. I slipped 
on a rock and fell into a ditch. The girl 
to whom I made the umbrella saw me 
falling and rescued me out of the 
ditch. I thanked the girl and we 
became friends forever.

Mishel Mia K S, 
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'A good farmer is the craftsman of the highest 

order ..... the wonderful artist of the 

nature.......Mathrubhumi SEED provides a 

breath of fresh air..... creates an atmosphere of 

greenery in the minds of the generation.... It is 

true in the sense that the 'Haritha Vidyalayam

' award was once again bagged by our school 

for the fourth time, in the Attingal Educational 

District. The prestigious award was received 

by the SEED Club Members along with the 

coordinators, at a function held in The State 

Central Library, Trivandrum.



THE ENVIRONMENT

The environment with its treasures 

Also countless to measure

Fish and whales in the deep blue waters

Life in the sea so alive

Grasslands and forest with 

terrestrial life

Cold, freezing mountain peaks 

and 

Hot tiring desert life 

Among the trees and sands, so 

alive
Sky so blue with air so 

clean 

Sun, moon and stars to 

see

Eagles and vultures take 

their turn

Life in the sky so alive

Adhish M N
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Remembering  Hiroshima

“Let’s fight a war to end all the wars

Let us together make  a world, without war and with 

hope…’’

No doubt war is an evil, the greatest catastrophe that 

befalls human beings. One has only to look back to 

the havoc that was wrought in various countries not 

many years ago. Modern wars are that ‘killers’ which 

can even engulf the entire world. It seems much futile 

to talk of permanent and everlasting peace or to 

establish eternal peace

Inspite of all that mentioned theories, weapons have 

always been used , military force has always been 

employed, clashes of arms have been occurred. So 

war is totally ‘blushed’ by the nations. But when and 

only when the nations come to know that peace is the 

only way to the stoppage of ‘paused’ lives. Its not less 

than a golden ticket to enter a new and bright future 

for mankind. This is that moment, the flag beholders 

come to turn their eyes to the incident that burnt over 

the human hearts, of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. ‘The 

silent little boy’ and the uninvited ‘Fat boy’ burned 

the lives beyond audits.



So terrifying even to sound now to memorise the lives of thousands 

of innocent people who died immediately from the bombings and 

thousands of people dying each year from its after effects. This gives 

the universal fact, that in the history of mankind , one will find no 

desire which is older and stronger than the desire for a world without 

wars. Upon the close analysis of killer bombings to splash blood 

from the heart of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the two pieces are not 

bound only by a common overall happening of nuclear war but 

shares the same underlying conclusion of ‘No more Hiroshima’s’.

Lives were scorn under blasts and trapped under 

buildings which portrayed all the visions to the 

unconditional surrender by the Japanese emperor at the 

end. The cold hard fact is that Japan started the war and 

just ended it. So when it comes to rethinking the 

Hiroshima, a bombing and its historical impact, echoes 

the words that worth it. “ I will write peace on your 

wings and you will fly all over the world” from the little 

throat of Sadako Sasaki proceeding the life giving to her: 

origami paper cranes, the unborn-living messengers of 

peace. This history arise a number of approaches to be 

excercised from different perspectives related to the 

human conditions. Philosophical ponderings on this 

‘blindwar’ characterized factual inquiry or empirical 

wisdom. This is deplorably sentimental and unforgettable 

with regard to the deadliest mode of warfare that has ever 

occurred in human history. The philosophical pondering 

from some poetic viewpoints is thought provoking and 

instructive with ongoing relevance to the problematic 

globe



Amrita S R
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. Hence, when some poets point out to ‘No more Hiroshimas’ 

, we shall go ahead and appeal for No more wars, No more 

sharp weapons or excessive forces. However, what haunts 

the world all the time is constant warfare. What worries us is 

the hard fact that some nations are presumably taking the risk 

of developing nuclear weapons on a starvation budget, for 

they think that they are under the threat and pressure of other 

countries armed with plenty of such mass destructive 

devices. They all seem to have neglected and obliterated the 

historical memory of Hiroshima as a symbol of the worst 

violence everknown to humankind. So the natural factor in 

man makes us hold the hands tighter and closer and to sound 

it together that,

“ let us hold our hands together to fly the cranes of peace.”





School days should be the happiest time in a young person’s life. 

What do you think about it? We step out of the school carrying 

abounding memories with us. One of those cherishing memories  

is our school trip..

School trips leave a great impact in our 

minds, where we go without our family, 

our friends , which allows us to rely on 

ourselves and take responsibility and to 

be fond of the amusing activities of the

trip. It’s great to enjoy a little bit away from school and home for 

rejuvenating our mind and this is exactly what happened. After 

working hard and excelling in school, we were able to go out on an 

unforgettable trip. It was a three days and two night trip. We 

had many destinations to visit, they were 

Guna cave, piller rock, pine valley, 

suicide point, Kodaikanal lake, Cumbam

Theni-vineyard and Parundanpara

We all prepared our luggage bags and 

small bags with snacks eventhough it

was being provided inside the bus. We departed from the 

school at 5am. The bus driver turned on the lazer lights and 

played music's It was something that we 

got to experience again after a very 

long two years of pandemic, still we 

had that same feeling, same enthusiasm 

and also felt so energetic. The moment 

the music started playing , we all 

started dancing with our dearest 

teachers. By 10.15 am we gathered 

together for our breakfast



Around 11.30 we crossed Tamil Nādu-

Kerala border. We enjoyed by having 

juices and snacks in the bus, watching 

movies and also a slight nap. It was 

around 3 when we had our lunch and two 

or hours left to reach our destination. The  

more closer we get, the more we excited. 

As the time went by, it started getting 

extreme cold and began

getting worse as our sweaters were inside the luggage

At last, after the twelve hours ride we 

reached our ever dreamed destination. We 

got our rooms and we four shared one 

room. On the other hand boys were 

allotted to stay in one room. After getting 

fresh we all joined for our dinner. After 

having dinner we returned to our rooms 

and had a chit-chat with our friends 

followed bidding goodnight to all. That 

was the end of our first day. 

Next morning, we were ready to continue 

our second day journey with extreme 

happiness. First destination point was to 

‘Pillar Rock’, we enjoyed the view over 

there, and got a photographer there to 

have a shot. Then we left to our next 

location ‘Pine Valley’ which was fully 

covered with huge pines. Also got a 

wonderful chance to have a horse ride. 
After spending  some time there we left to ‘Guna cave ‘. But  

unfortunately it was closed for some reason. Even though it was so, 

we were able to have a walk through it. 



We visited the suicide point also. It was 

so terrifying. Later we enjoyed some 

shopping experience. Around 4 pm we 

reached Kodaikanal lake and there we 

enjoyed bicycle ride and boating. By 

6.15 we all were allowed to go back to 

our respective rooms and asked to 

assemble for the campfire. It was the 

most cherishing and thrilling

experience because we together with our teachers enjoyed by dancing 

and singing. To be honest it was the best time ever we all spent together. 

After having dinner we went back to our rooms and thereby the second 

day came to an end. The day had arrived, the last day of our trip. All of 

us were sad about it, we didn’t want to leave the place. We began our 

last day trip by 5 am and on the way we visited Theni vineyard. It was a 

delightful experience. 

People often say that “ The moment you 

enjoy the most , the time passes by 

quickly”. By 9.30 pm we stopped near a 

hotel for having dinner and only three 

more hours left to reach our school 

campus. At 12.30 we reached school , 

met our parents and 

without delay shared our wonder moments with them. Now, it’s all 

just a memory

‘ Travelling with our friends is one of the best 

experiences one can share together’     
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